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***** Print on Demand *****.Awakening to Mythological thinking is difficult any time but to depart
from institutional thinking and enter into the world of intuitive awareness is the opportunity of
today. This compilation and personal Insights to the Mayan Prophesies brings a new
comprehension in Remember to Remember: The Lost Mysteries as the known and unknown carry
us toward a new height of understanding. When one approaches the Maya Mysteries as parables
and legends, as well as calendars and mathematics, a new doorway opens. Beginning with the lost
worlds of Lemuria and Atlantis we find ourselves caught up in the story of an empire that has left its
impact. An adventure awaits, true, but this glimpse of a future more creative and hopeful takes us to
the wonders of a world unknown. From a false belief of envisioning our native forefathers and
mothers as primitive natives we gain an awesome recognition of the wonders of encoded
hieroglyphs; we move into respect and understanding through parables, legends, and oral
teachings. A major aspect of the author s perspective is to integrate the contribution of the Maya
with other...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. I
am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Prof. Arlie Bogan-- Prof. Arlie Bogan

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.
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